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Every memorial, building, and statue has a story behind it, and every story 

involves a great architect. Maya Lin was one of those deft architects. In this essay, 

I will outline not only what she designed, but also her childhood and schooling 

that got her to that point. 

Maya Lin was born in Athens, Ohio on October 5, 1959 to Henry Huan Lin 

and Julia Chang Lin.  As a child, Maya loved the outdoors.  She often played in the 

wooded area in her backyard with her brother.  She also loved to read, and she 

really liked school. 

Maya went to college at Yale University and studied architecture and 

sculpture. She graduated as co-valedictorian in 1977 with a degree in fine arts. 

She was, along with one other girl in her class, the youngest in the history of Yale 

to graduate with this degree. 

But what Maya Lin was most famous for was the things she designed– 

especially the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. She entered a contest for the design 

of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial during her senior year at Yale. There was a 

total of 1,441 entries in the contest! There were many different design ideas:  

army boots, a giant flag with names on it, and many more. But Maya’s design was 

much simpler. It was a plain black wall with the names of the veterans in 

chronological order. She won the contest in 1959. She was 21 years old. 



The Vietnam Veterans Memorial opened on Veterans Day, 1982. But some 

veterans were unhappy with the memorial and called it a “Black Gash of Shame” 

because of it’s plainness. They wanted to add a flag and a statue to the memorial, 

to make it a little less plain. While Maya agreed with adding a flag, she argued 

strongly against adding a statue, saying that it was not applicable to the meaning 

of the memorial.  However, despite the memorial designer’s arguments, the 

ultimatum was to add a flag and The Three Soldiers statue anyway. 

In 1988, Maya teamed up with the Southern Poverty Law Center to build a 

Civil Rights Memorial in Montgomery, Alabama. She read Martin Luther King Jr.’s  

“I Have a Dream” speech, and it inspired her. When she read, “…until justice rolls 

down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream,” (“I Have a Dream”, 

Martin Luther King Jr., 1963) she decided that her memorial would involve water. 

The memorial ended up having water running down a wall, and a table with water 

running across it. The memorial was dedicated in November 1989. 

In 1993, Maya designed a women’s table for Yale University, which was 

made to commemorate the history of women at Yale University.  The design had 

dates along with the number of women at Yale that year, and the figures were in 

a spiral shape that was meant to have a beginning but no end. This was supposed 



to symbolize that there was a beginning to women coming to Yale, but up to this 

point, there is no end. 

 The first house that Maya designed was the home of Mr. and Mrs. Weber. 

She also helped build it. The wavy roof of the house was meant to echo the rolling 

landscape behind the house. 

 The last of Maya’s works that I am going to mention is the Groundswell in 

Columbus, Ohio. It was also made to look like a landscape with hills. It was made 

with 43 tons of broken glass, lead, and beeswax. 

 Maya Lin was very adroit in what she did and showed a lot of 

determination in her attainments. And it turned out very well! In fact, over 10,000 

people per day visit the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. She made some pretty cool 

structures in her lifetime.  Does she inspire you to do the same? 

 

   


